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I T does not seem to be possible to get anything done in this country un-
sleep a crisis situation arises or is created. No one is yet losing his sleep 

over the weekly returns of the Reserve Bank, but for the past few weeks, those 
in high places have obviously been reading them. There is Voltaic reaction, as 
the foreign exchange reserve moves down to the danger point where transfer 
of gold from hidden reserves can no longer suffice and an approach to Parlia
ment or a Presidential Ordinance may become necessary to condone the in
fringement of the reserve requirements, if not to do away wi th them altogether. 
That eventuality the authorities are desperately eager to avoid. Hence the 
SOS to the I M F for stand-by credit and the traditional motions of setting our 
house in order while the I M F Emergency Mission is on the spot for question
ing and we have been put on the mat — jerking up the Bank Rate from 5 to 
6 per cent, and imposing the 10 per cent levy on imports. A l l this exhibition of 
remorse and self-flagellation, (he set motions in a puppet play in response to long 
distance pulls from the puppet players could be amusing, had it not been so 
pathetic. And all the routine motions, one apprehends, would be gone through 

tight money, balanced budget, stabilisation programmes, cut not in bloated 
administrative expenditure but in the vital sectors where it is easiest to 
operate, for its consequences do not appear here and now. 

What is the crisis that has brought on these drastic emergency measures? 
About the balance of payments problem of any developing economy, the only 
emergency that may arise is from a sudden decline in export earnings. This 
is not a problem which has assailed India. On the contrary, India's export 
earnings have been going up, and going up in a manner which makes the 
export sector stand out as the most promising and hopeful sector in the 
Indian economy. The problem of dwindling reserves which has created the 
emergency situation today is not the work of factors involved in the basic 
strategy of planning or the growth of the economy. It is of much smaller 
dimensions, being primarily concerned with the technicalities of foreign ex
change budgeting. That budgeting has gone wrong, according to the Finance 
Minister, because there were emergency imports of food and fertilisers, pay
ments on account of defence imports (unanticipated?), larger repayment 
obligations (also unanticipated?). A l l these happened, if the Finance Minister 
is to be believed, only after July last year, for that was when our stand-by 
credit with the IMF came up for renewal and was not renewed, as it could 
have been done without embarrassing questions. The fresh investigation by 
an I M F Mission, which we are having today and for which, demonstrably, our 
house is being put in order with this package of unsavoury measures for tighter 
money and a levy on imports could have been avoided. 

In July last year, it would be fair to infer from the non-renewal of the 
stand-by credit, the Government felt reasonably sure of balancing the foreign 
exchange budget for the next few months or a year — so sure, in fact, that it 
did not consider it worthwhile to pay the small commitment charge which such 
credit arrangements cost. It. would be flippant to see in this the working of 
the accountancy mind; a decision like this must have meant a consensus of 
the financial authorities of the country, including the expert advisers. 

W i t h the wisdom and hindsight of which the editorial desk is supposed to 
be the repository, one may go on to ask a number of questions. What view 
could the Government have taken of the food situation in July last w i t h all 
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the facts in its hand at a time when 
the Chief Ministers were called to 
Delhi to consider the food crisis? Could 
it have been anything but grim and 
dismal and could the Government pos
sibly have missed the implications in 
regard to food imports and the con
siderable drain on foreign exchange? It 
is not pleasant to pretend to be all-wise 
or to claim the gift of hindsight, but 
one may st i l l be pardoned if one asks, 
how could the alert Finance Minis try 
slip over repayments due on credit 
arrangements, not the least to the Fund 
itself, or misjudge the foreign exchange 
requirements of defence imports which 
had presumably been planned well in 
advance? Defence has obviously been 
plugged i n , to make the Government 
case look more respectable, though the 
admission of larger repayment obliga
tions, if not a slip, gives away how 
loose the foreign exchange bedgeting is. 

What has happened on the foreign 
exchange front presents no worse than 
a technical problem brought about by 
the sharp rise in the Bank of England 
rate last October which is keeping out 
foreign exchange funds which normally 
should have come to the coffers of the 
Reserve Bank, This has to be handled 
at the expert level by operating on 
forward and spot rates for sterling. The 
drain on reserves, anticipated or not, 
has been aggravated by the prevailing 
high rates in the London money mar
ket. This can be seen in the compara
tively larger forward sales of sterling to 
the Reserve Bank and the decline in 
spot sales, in sharp contrast to the nor
mal seasonal pattern. 

To repeat, the present exchange 
crisis is just a temporary snag and des
pite the urgent necessity it imposes for 
some stop gap arrangement, it is not a 
matter of great importance in itself. 
What is, is the need to keep up the 
tempo of the economy and add to and 
not undermine the strength it has been 
building up. A l l the economic indi
cators undoubtedly point to the econo
my gathering momentum. Food pro
duction has set up a record; the other 
indicators are not unfavourable. The 
monetary situation hardly calls for re
straint—and how does the higher Bank 
Rate and stiffer credit help the balance 
of payments, any way? Neither would 
exports be stimulated by tighter credit 
nor imports h i t by it or by the 10 
per cent levy. There is a case for 
taxing, imports and at a much higher 
rate—selectively, not indiscriminately 
at a flat rate. 

That our foreign exchange situation 
is grave is a fact. That we have to 

obtain temporary succour from the 
Fund is also to be admitted. Bu t d id 
we have to present our economy w i t h 
the formidable b i l l of fare that con
s i s t e d the monetary measures this 
week, even if, as one suspects, this 
was done wi th a view to placating the 
Fund rather than addressing ourselves 
to the problems of our economy? 

A cardinal point in the Fund theo
logy is the inseparability of a domestic 
inflation and a balance of payment de
ficit. In an aggregative and ex post 
sense, this is a near-tautology but clear
ly we would have expected our policy 
makers and advisers to know that in an 
ex ante sense the emergence of do
mestic inflation and an external deficit 
as reflected in the foreign exchange 
reserve position is not the near-identity 
crude monetary theorists would have 
us believe. That this needs to be 
stated at this stage of the game in 
India is a sad reflection on the econo
mic expertise that makes our decisions. 

There is l i t t le point, however, in be
moaning our acts of omission then. 
There is, one feels, greater point in 
objecting to our acts of commission 
now. For what we have done, viz, to 
approach the Fund for a fresh stand-by 
credit "to the maximum possible ex
tent" carries wi th it the bitter p i l l of 
a stabilisation programme. A stabilisa
t ion programme to cure domestic i n 
flation so as to correct a payments de
ficit makes sense in a free economy 
without import regulations. In the 
Indian context, it is a surrender to the 
opponents of planned economic growth. 
It is the wrong medicine for a wrongly 
diagnosed malady. The cure may 
sound right to the monetary pundits 
but the patient w i l l get worse. No, the 
state of our exchanges does not warrant 
the severe internal measures. 

If the state of the exchanges does 
not warrant the internal levies, does 
the internal situation? That there has 
been a rise in prices last year is an 
undeniable fact. The monetary expan
sion was clearly in excess of the eco
nomy's absorption capacity, and the gap 
was reflected in the price increase. The 
expansion in real output this year may 
be nearer 7 per cent and what is the 
order of monetary expansion we are 
planning for? The rate of monetary 
expansion should clearly match the 
needs of the economy. To suggest 
that because the expansion last year 
was higher than real output, it should 
be lower than real income this year is 
to ignore the time dimension in eco
nomic activity. The price increase 

last year has already occurred. Are 
we trying this year to bring about 
a sharp and sudden price reduction 
through deflation or hold the level of 
prices w i t h & gradual easing w i th the pick 
up in production ahead? There are ind i 
cations that the much needed respite 
in prices is appearing. Much is made 
of the failure of post-harvest prices to 
decline. What we are witnessing is 
possibly a delayed reaction to the 
overcoming of the scarcity psychology. 
What was required was an alert and 
watchful response rather than ham 
handed intervention. There is danger 
that the credit measures would bring 
about a real squeeze and hamper pro
duction. Credit demand in several 
important sectors is yet to pick up; 
credit expansion so far, pace the Re
serve Bank, is s t i l l much smaller than 
last year. Why this scare then? Are 
the authorities really convinced that 
credit levels are higher than they 
should be? If so, they should have 
taken the public into confidence as 
they did in September last. 

The monetary measures would be 
meaningless, without fiscal controls. 
How do we achieve this — through a 
budget surplus? And how w i l l TTK 
ride the Fund horse of a budget sur
plus along wi th the private sector 
horse of tax relief to revive the capital 
market and yet be loyal to the 
objective of growth? Are we going 
to cut defence expenditure — or is it 
possible to touch administrative costs? 
One fears the politically easy way out 
w i l l be taken and investment expendi
ture w i l l suffer a deceleration in its rate 
of growth. Already we are seeing in 
the emergence of a surplus in railway 
capacity, in the lower levels of coal 
output and demand the failures of the 
past in meeting our investment targets, 
A budgetary surplus at the cost of i n 
vestment may reduce monetary expan
sion today but i t w i l l make the ascent 
of the economy to higher levels later 
more difficult. Let there be no mistake 
about i t . A stabilisation programme at 
the behest of the Fund is the antithesis 
of our growth policy; it is the flagrant 
violation of our resolve not to accept 
aid w i th strings. A government de
dicated to the interests of the Indian 
people should have been able to con
vince the Fund that internal inflation 
was not at the root of our external 
problem — that it was the investment 
plan for growth that put our payments 
under pressure. To cut our investment 
to achieve balance is more than short
sightedness. It would be betrayal of a 
solemn commitment. 
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